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How to Make the Most of a Flying Saucer ExperienceTop Hat Press, 1998

	Finally, a useful book about UFOs! It's Professor Solomon's guide to UFOs - specifically, his comprehensive study of the flying saucer phenomenon. In this scholarly yet entertaining work, the Professor delves into UFO legend and lore particularly that of the contactees of the 1950s.

	

	He also presents a biography of...
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Head First PMPO'Reilly, 2013

	Learn the latest principles and certification objectives in The PMBOK® Guide, (Fifth Version), in a unique and inspiring way with Head First PMP. This book helps you prepare for the PMP certification exam using a visually rich format designed for the way your brain works. You'll find a full-length sample exam included...
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Windows Vista(TM) Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2006
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers immediate answers for the day-to-day administration of Windows Vista. Zero in on core support and maintenance tasks using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You’ll get the precise information you need to solve problems and get the job done—whether you’re at...
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Learn to Program with Minecraft Plugins: Create Flaming Cows in Java Using CanaryModPragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	The first edition of this book used the Bukkit modding server and library, which was taken down due to a legal dispute in September 2014. This new edition has been completely revised to replace Bukkit with the CanaryMod library.

	

	The bestselling, kid-tested book for Minecraft is now updated for CanaryMod! Write your own...
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Microsoft  Exchange Server 2007 Administrator's Pocket Consultant (Pro Administrator's)Microsoft Press, 2007
Here's the practical, pocket-sized reference for IT  professionals who administer and support Microsoft Exchange Server 2007.  This unique guide provides essential details for using this next-generation  messaging and collaboration platform to deliver better performance,  interoperability, and end-user experience. Written by an award-winning...
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New World Witchery: A Trove of North American Folk MagicLlewellyn Publications, 2021

	
		Explore Nearly 500 Samples of Folk Magic, Stories, Artifacts, Rituals, and Beliefs

	
		One of the most comprehensive collections of witchcraft and folk magic ever written, New World Witchery shows you how to integrate folk traditions into your life and deepen your understanding of magic. Folklore...
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Who's in the Room: How Great Leaders Structure and Manage the Teams Around ThemJossey-Bass, 2012

	Is your company run by a team with no name?


	At the top of every organization chart lies a myth—that a Senior Management Team makes a company's critical decisions. The reality is that critical decisions are typically made by the boss and a small group of confidants—a "team with no name"—outside...
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Why Programs Fail, Second Edition: A Guide to Systematic DebuggingMorgan Kaufmann, 2009
Why Programs Fail, winner of the Jolt Productivity Award, has been freshly updated to bring readers up-to-speed on all the new methodologies that will help save them, their companies, and consumers a lot of headaches. Find out about bugs in computer programs, how to find them, how to reproduce them, and how to fix them in such a way that they do...
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Raspberry Pi Robotic BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Utilize the powerful ingredients of Raspberry Pi to bring to life your amazing robots that can act, draw, and have fun with laser tags


	About This Book

	
		Learn to implement a number of features offered by Raspberry Pi to build your own amazing robots
	
		Understand how to add vision and voice to...
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BeagleBone Robotic Projects (Community Experiences Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2013

	Developer or hobbyist, you'll love the way this book helps you turn the BeagleBone Black into a working robot. From listening and speaking to seeing and moving, we'll show you how - step by step.


	Overview

	
		Get to grips with robotic systems
	
		Communicate with your robot and teach it to...
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Make: Technology on Your Time Volume 32Maker Media, Inc, 2012

	
		Forget duct tape and baling wire — now makers can design and manufacture things as beautiful as Apple and as slick as Dyson and Audi. We’ll show you how to conceive and visualize great-looking projects with our speed course in industrial design — then build them with tools like vacuum forming and laser cutting, and...
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Awesome Game Creation: No Programming Required (Game Development)Charles River, 2007
This is one of the first books CRM published in game development and it has been very successful.  There are thousands of more game players today than there were in 2000 and many of these players want to know how to make their own games. Most of these people are not programmers, however, so they need a non-programming why to learn and that's why...
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